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About This Content

Introducing the doctor's assistant, dress yourself up like a cute nurse and lay down the Hippocratic oath on your enemies! This
costume will become available in-game as soon as you get the DLC; no extra steps to unlock will be required!
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Normally I am against skin-based DLCs but considering that the game is free...

It's a way to thanks the devs for their work. I really don't care much about the costume, but "Khimera:Destroy all Monster Girls"
is a great game, and it's free on steam, so I felt like this would be a good way to show support.. A great way to support the devs
for such an amazing free game, especially if you have 99 pennies just lying around.. This game has a lot of content for a free
game. Give these devs a tip for a job well done.. Bought it to support the dev of a great game. Also it's a cute nurse costume.

. I bought this DLC, simply because the game was a amazing, and I wanted to give these amazing people money
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This is the first ever cosmetic DLC I have ever purchased and it had nothing to do with its appearance. Khimera is one of the
best truly free games that I have ever played and I wanted to support the developer.. Now this is a proper way of doing DLC's,
Plain and simple, Give the devs a dollar or euro, as a thank you for a good time spent on a free game

10\/10 would Nurse kit drop more. The developers of this game definitely deserve money for their free game, and this DLC is a
great way of giving it to them.. I don't even use this costume, just felt like giving $$ for this amazing game. Bought this to
support the devs.. The game is really well done and I gladly donated a dollar to show support. The costume is funny like the rest
of the game and the trading cards are a nice touch. For a game that costs nothing, I've put in more time then other games i've
paid to play.
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